Performance and Reliability of Electrowetting-on-Dielectric (EWOD) Systems Based on Tantalum Oxide.
The electrowetting-on-dielectric behavior of Cytop/Tantalum oxide (TaOx) bilayers is studied by measuring their response vs applied voltage and under prolonged periodic cycling, below and above the threshold voltage VT corresponding to the breakdown field for the oxide. TaOx exhibits symmetric solid state I-V characteristics, with electronic conduction dominated by Schottky, Poole-Frenkel emission; conduction is attributed to oxygen vacancies (6 × 1016 cm-3), resulting in large currents at low bias. Electrolyte/Metal Oxide/Metal I-V characteristics show oxide degradation at (<5 V) cathodic bias; anodic bias in contrast results in stable characteristics until reaching the anodization voltage, where the oxide thickens, leading eventually to breakdown and oxygen production at the electrode. Electrowetting angle vs applied voltage undergoes three different stages: a parabolic variation of contact angle (CA) with applied voltage, CA saturation, and rebound of the CA to higher values due to degradation of the polymer layer. The contact angle remained stable for several hundred cycles if the applied voltage was less than VT; degradation in contrast is fast when the voltage is above VT. Degradation of the electrowetting response with time is linked to charge accumulation in the polymer, which inhibits the rebound of the CA when voltage is being applied.